Since 2014, Sophia University’s January Session in Japanese Studies has provided students from around the world with the opportunity to learn unique aspects of Japan in a comprehensive and intensive manner amongst a lively cosmopolitan community.

**APPLICATION**

**APPLICATION PERIOD**

September 26, 9am - October 17, 5pm (JST)

**REQUIREMENTS**

- A current student or graduate of a Bachelor’s, Master’s, or Doctorate degree program outside of Japan
- A minimum GPA of 2.8 on a 4.0 scale, or equivalent
- English language proficiency

**FUN EVENTS**

- YouTube
- Instagram

**CONTACT**

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Sophia Short-term Programs
Center for Global Education and Discovery

SOPHIA UNIVERSITY

Email: sprgrms-co@sophia.ac.jp

**LEARN ABOUT SOPHIA:**